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How to make an eye patch 
If you are planning to make your own eye patch, it is very important to make 

sure that it completely covers your child’s eye and that they are not able to 

‘peek’ while it is on. Even the smallest hole or gap in a patch, that lets any light 

through, can allow your child to peek. If they are able to peek, patching will not 

be effective and your child’s vision is unlikely to improve.  

To make an eye patch you will need:  

Materials 

• Pen/pencil 

• Medical tape that is gentle on your skin (e.g. Hypafix) (10cm height)  

• Scissors 

• Tissue or cotton pad 

Steps 

1. Make a template of your eye patch by drawing on the medical tape. Make sure 

the size is big enough to cover the whole eye. Your orthoptist can show you 

how big to make it for the age of your child.  

2. Cut a cotton pad in half or fold a small portion of tissue and place it on the 

sticky side of the tape. This will stop the tape sticking to the eyelashes.  

3. Cut out the patch. 

4. Apply to the appropriate eye as directed, making sure that there is a good seal 

and no holes or gaps around the edges. This will stop your child from peeking.  

 

Alternative 

• Patches can also be made using other medical tapes. Ask your local chemist 

for advice. Make sure that the tape can stay sticky for a long time; otherwise 

the patch will fall off easily.  

• Remember to always use something to stop your child’s eyelashes from 

sticking to the tape (for example, a cotton pad or tissue).    

• Do not use “pirate patches” made with elastic. Children can easily lift these up 

and peek. Therefore, they are unlikely to be effective in improving your child’s 

vision. 
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